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Autumn is here - Winter is not too far away!
Although some areas have not had their share of rain, the days are getting cooler. Let's hope
that the dryer parts of the country will get some rain soon to set them up for the coming season.
Feed preservation has started some time ago on some farms and others will follow soon. This
requires fences in good condition to avoid wandering animals that graze where they should not.

Checking Fences
The easiest way to do this is to check your fences with a Fence Doctor. This rather clever tool
tells you with one push of the button the voltage on your fence and the current, which is an
indicator how "healthy" your fences actually are. It also shows you which direction any faults
are in - a feature which saves you hours of precious time.

$ 15.00

$ 179.60

To make life easier you will be able to purchase a pouch for this invaluable tool that has two
compartments; one for the Fence Doctor and another one for your mobile phone. It also
contains two short-out leads which will come in handy if you have to repair your electric fence
along the way. Just short it out with the two leads while you do your job.

Insulators
At the same time it is important that you replace broken or missing insulators. By the way, did
you know why our insulators are yellow?
•
•

You can see from a distance if an insulator has been torn off
Yellow is the colour which colour-blind people see twice as strongly as non-colour blind
people

Red Snap'r offers a large variety of insulators for most applications (wood posts, waratahs,
fiber rods, pigtails etc.). Wood post insulators are also available in bulk at unbeatable prices!

Box of 300 at $ 86.80

Box of 125 at $ 110.80

Energisers
Check your energisers that they are still giving you the output you have been used to. To
perform this check do the following:
•

With a Fence Doctor - Fault Finder
Disconnect the positive lead (going to the fence) from the energiser and put the tip of the
Fence Doctor on the positive port. Do not disconnect the earth lead!

•

With an ordinary Volt Meter
Disconnect both the positive and the negative leads and put the tip of the volt meter on
the positive port and the earth lead on the negative port.

If you are working with solar powered energisers make sure that the solar panels are clean.
Dirt and dust will prevent the panel from doing its job!
If you are thinking of upgrading, replacing or simply purchasing a new energiser, consult our
website www.redsnapr.co.nz. You will certainly find what you are after. A comparison of our
mains powered energisers with those of our competitors based on the latest prices is also on the
website. We also offer battery-powered energisers with solar kits and self-contained Solar
energisers at very competitive prices.

For any questions please do not hesitate to call us or consult our website.

Happy Farming!
Your Red Snap’r Team
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